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book by writing essays on the true nature of reality Those essays correspond to Ervin Laszlo s map of reality from 
scientific and non scientific perspectives The essays I enjoyed the most were in Part 2 One of these is The In Formed 
Cosmos by Jude Currivan who has impressive scientific credentials in addi Ervin Laszlo s tour de force What is 
Reality is the product of a half century of deep contemplation and cutting edge scholarship Addressing many of the 
paradoxes that have confounded modern science over the years it offers nothing less than a new paradigm of reality 
one in which the cosmos is a seamless whole informed by a single coherent consciousness manifest in us all Bringing 
together science philosophy and metaphysics Laszlo takes aim at acce Is there a spiritual dimension to our lives Is 
there purpose behind the creation of the universe beyond space and time Laszlo rsquo s map of reality challenges the 
materialistic view pushing mainstream science to explore beyond its existing boundaries 
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